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 Q: Basic Groovy-Scripting Tutorial Does anyone have a resource for a very basic tutorial for learning basic groovy scripting
(basically, adding functionality to the build.xml file). A program I'm building has a need for sending emails to clients when they
log in and they are assigned a task. It is being developed as a web application so there is no GUI and the solution will not be very
user friendly, so I need to learn groovy to create a simple solution that will do the following things: Look for a JGroups client in
a list (regardless of whether or not they are on the server), and, if they are not found, trigger an email to the admin to add them
to the list Send a confirmation email to all users that they have been successfully added to the list Log the user's name in a log
file for later processing There is no GUI. I have a build.xml file with a build.groovy file that is in the root of my project, so I

can easily add a code snippet to do this, but I don't know where to start. I am not married to the idea of using Groovy, but would
prefer that as it seems the simplest solution. I am pretty new to web development, so I know very little about web servers, and

this project has a number of scripts that will be added to the build.xml file by the developer who will be maintaining it, so I need
to learn basic groovy scripting, but all my searches on the web bring me to tutorials that require a GUI, so this solution will be

difficult for me to learn. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks, Paddy A: I'd recommend building up a simple
HelloWorld app and then spending some time with the groovy documentation: Groovy - Definitive Guide and Groovy in Action
'This is Now. This is This Is. This is the First Rule. This is the Third Rule. This is the First Rule. This is the First Rule. This is

the Third Rule. This is Now. This is This Is. This is the First Rule. This is the Third Rule. This is the First Rule. This is the First
Rule. This is the Third Rule. This is the First Rule. This is the First Rule. This is the Third Rule. This is the First Rule. This is

the First Rule. This is the 82157476af
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